Kyndryl Applications,
Data and AI Services for
Google Cloud Platform
Integrated solutions for infrastructure
modernization, data and analytics,
and applied AI

Highlights
– In-depth assessment and recommendation for
the target architecture and technology stack
– Greenfield deployments and end-to-end

Introduction
Managing and optimizing your enterprise applications,
data, and AI can be a complex challenge. Many enterprises
are struggling with overwhelming amounts of data from
multiple sources, along with the high cost of ownership

migration to Google Cloud Platform with

and operations. While the need to modernize has become

packaging, orchestration, and execution

a strategic imperative, concerns about lengthy migration

– Analytics development from business
intelligence to analytics based on AI,

processes, business outages, manual effort, and scalability
lead many organizations to put off modernization efforts.

machine learning (ML) and deep learning

Kyndryl and Google Cloud are working together to

(DL), including AI deployment at scale

deliver integrated solutions and services for infrastructure

– Hassle-free system management with
enhanced governance, security, and reliability,
continuous improvements, and integrations

modernization, data, analytics, and applied AI. Our strategic
consulting, data, AI implementation, migration, and
managed services help simplify enterprise data and AI
strategy at scale. With Google Cloud as our strategic
digital transformation partner, we are helping businesses
run critical business systems on global and sustainable
cloud infrastructure and seamlessly deliver applications
from headquarters to the network edge — all with a focus
on convenience, cost savings, speed, and scale.
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In-depth assessment and
recommendation for the target
architecture and technology stack
We begin with an in-depth assessment of your business need,
providing prescriptive recommendations for performance and
a robust design following security, privacy, and compliance
rules and best practices for your data.

Greenfield deployments and end-to-end
migration to Google Cloud Platform with
packaging, orchestration, and execution
Next, we move your existing data platforms to Google
Cloud Platform, with automated legacy code and service
accelerators to speed the process. Code optimization and
query validation protect against business disruption, while
our business logic conversion helps preserve years of
business logic, workflows, and execution rule.

Analytics development from business
intelligence to analytics based on AI,
ML, and DL, including AI deployment
at scale
AI is where modernization efforts really pay off, creating
an end-to-end data supply chain to ensure seamless data
processing and help you make good decisions based on
data insights. Kyndryl solutions include full-stack services
for enterprise AI, with a modular structure that delivers
automated workflows, built-in intelligence, and a unified
view across your entire data estate.

Hassle-free system management with
enhanced governance, security, and
reliability, continuous improvements,
and integrations
Keeping data and business critical insights safe within
an enterprise, along with good data and smart insights,
creates a huge competitive advantage. Through decades
of experience, expertise, and matured processes, our
system management experts can help with continuous
cost optimization, reliable high fidelity data availability,
continuous monitoring, and adjusting the models regularly
further enhance the ROI.
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Why Kyndryl?
Kyndryl has deep expertise in designing, running,
and managing the most modern, efficient, and reliable
technology infrastructure that the world depends on
every day. We are deeply committed to advancing the
critical infrastructure that powers human progress. We’re
building on our foundation of excellence by creating
systems in new ways: bringing in the right partners,
investing in our business, and working side by side
with our clients to unlock potential.

People
Services backed by the expertise of global data engineers,
data scientists, data architects, data and AI strategy
consultants, and our powerful partner ecosystem

Processes
Technology-neutral, vendor-independent approach
with open and security-rich designs and methodologies

Technology
Production-grade data management and enterprise
AI capabilities that modular, scalable, and tailored to
your unique environment

For more information
To learn more about Kyndryl Applications, Data and
AI Services for Google Cloud Platform, please contact
your Kyndryl representative or visit www.kyndryl.com
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